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– 40 h courses and practical sessions
– All courses are done in computer rooms
– Lots of practical work
– All things that you produced during a session must be

delivered AT THE END OF THE SESSION
– A quiz (5-10 minutes) at the beginning of each session 

on what you learnt the previous time
– Practical project by pairs of students
– Presentation of your work to all students at the last 

session
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Organisation
Sessions are 4 hours (+ 15 minutes break)

– On Friday afternoon: 1:30 pm – 5:45 pm
– The same room is reserved for all sessions
– You must bring your own laptops

Website: 
http://www.emse.fr/~zimmermann/Teaching/SemWeb/
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Evaluation

• Evaluation will combine:
– Results of quizzes (40%)
– Assiduity: being present and delivering work as 

expected 20%
– Project and presentation (40%)

• All documents are allowed during the quizzes
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Requirements

• Compulsory:
– Knowledge of OOP (ideally in Java)
– Knowledge of SQL (SELECT queries, joins, 

aggregates)

• Preferable:
– Knowledge of HTTP
– Logics
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Expectations
• I want you to attend every courses

– If you don’t, do the practical session at home and send me 
your work + learn by yourself for the quiz

• Be on time (i.e., 13:30 o’clock or before)
• Practical work should be made individually if possible 

(and never be more than 2 people per machine)
– You can (quietly) talk to your classmates during practical

sessions
– You can ask questions

• During classes
• Outside classes (e.g., by email)

• You should work a little between classes, especially if 
you are not confortable with the prerequisite

• Personal laptops are welcome: please bring them!
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Project

• Select available data
• Model the domain for your data as an 

ontology
• Transform / clean data to store and present in 

a semantic-web fashion, conforming to your
ontology

• Set up a web site that exposes the data, and a 
query access point

• More details will follow
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The Semantic Web
Tim Berners-Lee’s description

“The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an 
extension of the current one, in which information is 
given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers 
and people to work in cooperation. The first steps in 
weaving the Semantic Web into the structure of the 
existing Web are already under way. In the near future, 
these developments will usher in significant new 
functionality as machines become much better able to 
process and "understand" the data that they merely 
display at present.”

Berners-Lee et al. 2001. The Semantic Web. Scientific American
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The Semantic Web
my definition

A vision of the WWW where it is made easier for 
software agents to process information that
automates tasks that used to be mostly
performed by people browsing documents 
online; also, allowing software agents to 
perform tasks that cannot be done by people
by browsing documents.
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What we do with the Web?

• In the beginning (early 90s): read/share
(mostly textual) documents

• Mid to late 90s: read/share multimedia
content

• Late 90s to early 2000s: eCommerce
• Early 2000s: write/share/interact socially
• Now: do things, work, take decisions, create
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Our use of the Web evolved…

• A Web of documents (for some people)
• A Web of multi-media documents (for most

people)
• A Social Web (for all people)
• A Web of applications (for people and some

machines)
• A Web of data (for some people and many

machines)
• A Web of things (for machines)
• A Semantic Web (for people and machines)
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What a machine should know, from
the Web

• How many European people won a Physics
Nobel price in the 20th century?

• Give me the price, duration of warrantee, and 
technical features of phones that cost less
than €300 and are not of Apple brand.

• Which arthropods from the north hemisphere
have venom?
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How a machine know?

• Understanding people’s documents (text, 
image, sound, video) is too difficult for a 
machine (at the moment)

• Machines understand formal languages
(programming languages, data formats, etc.)
Make knowledge accessible to and 
processable by machines in a formal language
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Accessible and processable knowledge

• Web site owners must provide knowledge in a 
formal language

• Web site consumers (software agent) must have 
processors for this language
Requires a format for exchange of formal

knowledge
Requires specification of how the language is

processed
Formal knowledge on the Web depends on a 

data model
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The Web of Data
• A vision of the Web as a huge database
• Can we query the Web as a database?
Who are the widows of murdered American presidents? 

SELECT ?widow
FROM WorldWideWeb
WHERE
(?widow marriedTo ?person) AND
(?person isPresidentOf UnitedStates) AND
(?person killedBy ?someKiller)

What were the most popular songs when Obama was elected? 
SELECT ?song, COUNT(?vote) AS ?likes
FROM WorldWideWeb
WHERE
(?vote inFavourOf ?song) AND
(?vote madeAt ?date) AND
(Obama electedAt ?date)

ORDER BY ?likes DESC
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Structured data
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Interlinked data

lacentrale:AB-234-CD  priceEuros 6300

lacentrale:AB-234-CD  model vw:Golf4
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Automate deductions

lacentrale:AB-234-CD  vso:Automobile

vso:Automobile vso:Vehicle

lacentrale:AB-234-CD  vso:Vehicle

Automated inference!
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Objective of this session

• Introduce the Semantic Web
• Present the principles for a Web of Data
• Introduce the foundations:

– IRIs (uniform identification mechanism)
– RDF (a common data model)
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Online readings
• Berners-Lee, Hendler, Lassila (May 17, 2001). The Semantic Web. Scientific 

American Magazine. Text available at http://bit.ly/2z2LZIE
• Berners-Lee. A roadmap to the Semantic Web. Tim Berners-Lee’s Design 

Issues, Sep. 1998. Available at http://bit.ly/2z29fGP
• Berners-Lee. Linked Data. Tim Berners-Lee’s Design Issues, July 2006. 

Available at http://bit.ly/21MR3Zt
• Heath, Bizer. Linked Data: Evolving the Web into a Global Data Space. 

Synthesis Lectures on the Semantic Web: Theory and Technology, 136 
pages. Morgan & Claypool, 2011. Text availabale at http://bit.ly/2xlZKou

Other references given at:
http://www.emse.fr/~zimmermann/Teaching/SemWeb/
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